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Wheeler: A Metrical Analysis of Stress and Related Processes in Southern P

A METRICAL ANALYSIS OF STRESS AND RELATED
PROCESSES IN SOUTHERN PAIUTE AND TUBATULABAL

Deirdre l~hee 1er

I will be discussing several aspects of the phonology of Southern
Paiute and Tubatulabal in this paper. Both of these languages are members
of what was once referred to as the Shoshonean branch of the Ute-Aztecan
language family. Southern Paiute is a member of the Southern branch
of the Numic l~nguages. Whorf (1935) claimed that Shoshonean was not a
linguistic unit. If this is in fact the case, then the four subbranches
within Shoshonean (Hopi, Tubatulabal, Numic, and Takik) will have to be
reanalyzed as being coordinate branches of Ute-Aztecan. I will be assuming
that Southern Paiute and Tubatulabal are descended from a common source.
I am not going to be concerned with trying to place this common source
in historical context of all Ute-Aztecan 1anguages. It would be
necessary to consider evidence from the other Uto-Aztecan languages to
determine whether the language which was the common source was as far
back as Proto-Ute-Aztecan, or whether there is evidence for a more
recent stage.
I will start by discussing the rules for gemination and vocalic
devoicing in Southern Paiute. These two processes are closely related
to the alternating stress pattern. There are often alternations between
voiced and voiceless vowels in stems and suffixes depending on the
morphological structure of a word. I will start by describing the
relevant facts from Sapir's grarrmar of Southern Paiute (Sapir 1930).
I will then briefly discuss the analysis proposed by Harms (1966).
Harms' analysis crucially relies on the act that all vowels are
stressed underlyingly. This assumption is incompatible with the
principles of the metrical theory of stress which was proposed by Liberman
and Prince (1~77). In the remainder of the paper 1 will be working within
that framework, and I will propose several revisions in their theory.
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In order ;to increase the predictive power of the theory and limit the
number of possible analyses, I will argue for a constraint on the
labelling of metrical structures. This constraint will provide a means
for c;hoosing among several possible analyses of the alternating stress
pattern i,n Southern Paiute. After discussing the stress. pattern f n
Southern -~Paiute I wi 11 present an analysis in which both geminate consonants
and voice,less vowels are derived by rules which are conditio'ned by
stress. \1
1

ln tthe second half of the paper I will discuss stress, voicing,
and gemin,ation 1n Tubatulabal. Within the metrical theory of stress
it is possible to provide a very natural explanation .for why the alternating
stress p~ttern in Tubatulabal is reckoned from the end of the word
rather than from the beginning as in Southern Paiute. I will be assuming
that the (stress pattern in Southern Paiute reflects the his~orical pattern
and that 7Tubatulabal has subsequently undergone a number of ·changes.
Based on rthe analysis of the historical development of final stress in
TUbatulabal I will propose an explanation for why the rules of voicing
and gemination in Tubatulabal are conditioned by the length of the preceding
vowel. In the final section of the paper I will consider several possible
synchronic analyses of stress in Tubatulabal, and I will s·uggest areas
in whichi,additional constraints on the theory are needed.
According to Sapir 1 s description of Southern Paiute (Sapir l930)s
short vowels in final position are always voiceless. Capital letters
will be used throughout this paper to indicate voiceless vowels. Examples
of the devoicing process in final position are given below.
(1)

-!!!!.

-~

-R.:i.

-~

1

with 1
'his'
body part suffix
plural subject

"' 1
amA

9am anJl

ei{ff I1 ,,
t!-9ag A

'witn it'
1
his house'
'heart'
'several eat'

According to Sapir, under certain accentual conditions a short vowel
or the second mora of a long vowel or diphthong becomes voiceless in
initial or medial position before a geminated voiceless consonant (p·, t·,
·, q•wf s·, c·, t·s, t·c), and ~he geminate~ consona~t. is ~hen shortened
;·n·a1°posi ·ti·on-:~-~r here'··ts-·genera·1·1 Y"'a···moment"'of
-asp ·r ·on··
a·f .. ter-"__:____._..... ..-... ····the voic·e less vowel before the consonantal closure (indicated as -'- •
Before guttural stops (q, qW}, this _t_ develops to a weak guttural
spi rant (.. - ) •

-·-·"·--.....".1·n·-1
-'th·a·n· ··

{2)

ap · ii
~

to sleep
it

A' pl/ 1• t

AXq&nangw>e·A

'sleeps'
'near it

1

The process of vocalic devoicing is closely related to. the stress
pattern .in the word. Southern Paiute is a l anguage with alternating
stress; ~11 odd morae are weak or relatively unstressed and all even
morae a~e strong or relatively stressed. The strongest stress of the
word is -on the second mora. All words beginning with a syllable containi ng
a long vowel or diphthong are accented on the first syllable. But,
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words beginning with a syllable containing a short vowel are accented
on the second syllable, unless the second syllable is final and therefore
unvoiced, in which case the main stress is thrown back on the first
syllable. According to Sapir's analysis, every weak mora which i1t111ediately
precedes a geminated stop or sibilant loses its voice. A diphthong or
long vowel can be partly devoiced only when its second mora is weak
(the first mora, if weak, is protected from devoicing by the vocalic
second mora). The law of alternating stress means that there is often
alternation between voiced and unvoiced fonns of vowels in related stems
depending on the morphological structure of the word. For example:
although -ing'
though not killing game•
'though not shooting•

1
1

to .look for 1
-p·itai
looked for•
1
looked for trail '

1

1

'remote past'

In this paper I am only going to be concerned with gemination of stops
and vocalic devoicing. There are many other alternations in the language
which would need to be accounted for in a complete analysis, but I am
only going to discuss a fragment of Southern Paiute phonology.
In Sapir 1 s description he assumes that there are underlying geminate
consonants. An alternative to this is presented in Hanns (1966), Stress,
Hanns argues for an analysis
Voice, and Length in Southern Paiute
in which there are underlying voiceless vowels but no underlying geminate
consonants. In his analysis, geminate consonants are derived by the rule
given below in (4). A consonant is geminated when there is a preceding
stressed voiceless vowel.
11

11

(4)

Gemination - Hanns
r+cons]
L-voc

---4

[+long)

•

J

-cons
/ +voe
[ -voice
+stress

Hanns then needs two rules voicing voiceless vo~els. First of all.
all stressed voiceless vowels become voiced (A~Ak·I >\Atak·I] 'to fall').
Then all vowels are voiced if they are illlnediately before a voiced
segment (pAanl } (pa~NI1 1 aunt 1 ) . Ordered between these two voicing
rules is a rule which shifts stress to the first vowel in sequences of
voiced vowels plus stressed vowel.
{5)

Stress Shift - Hanns

1

Jl

~+voe
-ens
+voice
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~ith these rules he is able to account for some stress facts which
were unexplained in Sapir•s description. In some casesi Sapir contrasts
v· and vv sequences. According to Hanns, (p. 232) "pa, suggests underlying
Th/ (/paha/) which was lost after the rule vv>v'; and since elsewhere
possible /vh/ sequences are treated as voiceless vowels. that solution
can be used here as well. 11 Thus. since stress shift can only aeply if
the firs_t vowel is voiced, [paa] can be derived from /pAa/ and [pa·] can be
derived ~rom
/paa/.
·
;:
In Barmsl analysis, all vowels are stressed underlyingly. This
is an important assumption within his framework. He gives a single rule
which I -have stated in (6), to account for the pattern of alternating
stress . .
.

-'

(6)

Alternating Stress - Harms

/i[

l

-_-(_--consJ -+ [-stress]
/ ) [-cons
,:. +voe
+voe
.i
-stress

H

c2

Q

J

i

-cons
+voe
[ +stress

J

C2
C2 l-cons
+voe
O - - O +stress

This rule is ordered after his rule which destresses and devoices all final
vowels. : Since all final vowels are [+stress] at the time (6) applies.
it will tdestress all odd numbered vowels, starting with the initial
vowel, as long as one stressed vowel remains before the final vowel.
Assuming that all vowels are underlyingly [+stress] and that the
alternating stress rule is as stated in (6). Harms cl aims that: "The
environmental constraints on this rule enable this single rule to handle
the various situations for which Sapir required several rule-statements
and automatically accounts for one form cited in his psycho'logical
reality ipaper which he otherwise does not handle in his gramatical sketch ... "
(Harms p. 232). The example which Hanns cites from Sapir's paper
is [MAp,ap"A].
(7) /map·a·p·a/

Sapir's underl~ing form

Within Hanns' framework, the penultimate voiceless vowel wi 11 be
stressed underlyingly along with all of the other vowels •.Gemination will
apply to the final /p/ because it is preceded by a stressed voice1ess
vowel. Then the stressed voiceless vowel becomes voiced and finally
stress shifts to the first mora of the syllable. Thus, he is able to
account for the distribution of vqiceless vowels and geminate consonants
in examples like (7).
In their paper "On Stress and Linguistic Rhythm," Libennan and
Prince (1977) argue that stress should be viewed as being a prominence
relation between constituents; one constituent being strong and the other
weak. The representation of prominence relations is defined in terms
of binary branching tree structures with nodes labelled.§.. or!. (w""s or
s"'w). Throughout the remainder of this paper I am going to assume basic
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familiarity with Liberman and Prince (1977) and I will only state the
rules _or principles which are relevant to the discussion. Libennan and
Prince assume that all vowels are underlyingly weak or unstressed. ,so.
within their theory. it is not possible to account for vocalic devoicing
and gemination according to Hanns• analysis since his analysis crucially
assumes that all vowels are stressed underlyingly . Before returning
to discuss an alternative analysis of gemination and vocalic devoicing
which is compatible with Libennan and Prince's assumption that all vowels
are underlyingly stressless, it is necessary to discuss how the alternating
stress pattern in Southern Paiute is to be analyzed within the metrical
theory of stress.
In Libennan and Prince 1 s analysis of English stress, they assume
that there are rules which assign the fgature [+stress] to vowels
similar to· those which were proposed by Chomsky and Halle (1968). Their
actual analysis is based on the proposals of Ross (1972) and Halle (1973).
The stress assignment rules are used to encode the generalizations
regarding syllable structure and vowel length that govern the location
of stressed. syllables in Englist:i. The metrical structures are constructed
.so that a stressed vow~J_· a.¥-~~Yi [9.1J~':'ing unstressed vowels are grou~ed
together into feet. L1 bennap•;':~na.. Pr.~n~e suggest that the stress ass, gnment
rules and the metrical structur:e
· · ·)i't.1hs '.s_hou1d operate concurrentlt·
Each time the stress rule applies· ·and as·sJgns the~feature [ +stress] to a
vowel the syllables in the domain of that app1 ication are organi·zed .
metrically.
J

In Southern Paiute, it is not necessary to have any stress assignment
rules. The alternating stress pattern may be accounted for simply in
tenns of the metrical structure. In fact, certain aspects of the phonolctJY
would have to be comelicated if there were a segmental rule assi gning
the feature [+stressJ to vowels. I will return to consider this point
in further detail after discussing a metrical analysis of stress in ,Southern
Paiute and describing the relationship between stress and vocalic
devoicing in the analysis I am propos i ng.
Within the .metrical theory, stress is viewed as a relation between
constituents . The relation is defined on sister .nodes of binary branching
trees, one node of which is stronger than the other. The general alternating
stress pattern in Southern Paiute may be described by grouping the vowels
of a word into bimoraic feet which are label led w"s.
(8)

/\
A
w s w s

#C0 VC 0 VC VC V ••.

According to Sapir's description, the first stressed vowel bears the
main stress of a word. Thus. the stressed vowel of the first foot of
a word should be stronger than the other stressed vowels in the word.
The following metrical structure correctly describes thi.s prominence relation .
(9)
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Within the general framework outlined by Libennan and Prince, the metrical
structure in (9) would be built up from left to ~ight. Each time
a foot is built ~p, it is associated with the'metrical structure which
has alrea.dy been constructed. The entire structure would then be
labelled~by the following labelling convention.
(10)

N1
In the configuration [N 1 N2J,
it branches.

is strong if and only if

·An folternative to constructing the metrical structure .as outlined
abOve wo~.,ld be to first construct all of the foot level metrical str.uctures,
and then &to join the feet together. under a left branching structure.
This alternative is discussed in Hal1 and Vergnaud (forthcoming).
Halle and Vergnaud extend Libennan and Prince's theory in order to
account for the wide variety of stress patterns found in languages other
than English. Th'ey argue that metrical structures should be separated
into levels> and that each level may be labelled independently. They
assume that metrical structures consist of either left or right branching
trees which are labelled by one of the following labelling conventions:
(11)

Labelling Convention L
Given two sister nodes, n1 and n2 • label them wands respectively
if and only if n2 branches (if n2 does not branch. the nodes
are labelled sand w respectively).

(12)

Labelling Convention L1
Given two sister nodes, n1 and n2 t label them sand w respectively
if and only if n1 branche~ (if n1 does not branch, the nodes
are labelled wands respectively).

The labelling conventions are assumed to be part of universa'l grammar.
Languages may differ in choosing between right or left branching trees
and between the two labelling conventions. Simple right and left branching
structures together with the two labelling conventions are sufficient
to describe the stress patterns in. languages with initial, final,
... seco_nd syJl
. . abJe.,
. . .fo
.. .....am;L enuJ:t.imate
· .~
...are.
. stress .These
.....
..
( 13)

Left branching
L

s"\
~~\
s w w w

Right branching

L'/i'A
w w w

s

Halle and Vergnaud then consider languages with more complicated stress
patterns. The first language they discuss is Southern Paiute, They
claim that adjacent morae should be paired into binary branching trees
which they call feet, and that the feet should be labelled by the labelling
convention in (1~ To account for the fact that the main stress always
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falls on the second mora, they claim. that a left branching tree should
be constructed over the foot trees and that that tree should be labelled
by the labelling convention in (11). Halle and Vergnaud assume that
when feet are the terminal nodes of word trees they are treated as
non-branching nodes with respect to the labelling of the word tree.
They represent this by using vertical lines above the foot trees.
So, for example~
( 14)

s
I

A~
w w
I

I

"
I\ I\
WSW S WS

cvvcvcvcvvc
According to their proposal, there need not be any correspondence
between the branching at the foot level and the branching at the word ·
level. Also, either labelling convention may be used to label the structures
at each l eve 1. A language ·;s free to ehoose from among the various
possibilities. If the theory allows this much freedom then there are
at least sixteen possible types of structures. Each of the four structures
in (13) may be used for either the foot level and/or the wor.d level.
Many of the possible combinations create patterns which are not found
in languages. For instance, I know of no language in which it is the second
heavy syllable which bears the main stress. Halle and Vergnaud's theory
predicts that this should be a ,possible stress pattern, as is illustrated
below. First the feet are constructed so that they either start with
a heavy syllable, and then a right branching word level structure
is constructed which is labelled by Labelling Convention L'.
{15)
s~

w-'\ w
s~
s s\
I\ \ I\ A

SWW.§WSWW

Similarly, it should be possible to have a stress pattern in which the
penultimate heavy syllable bears the main stress. In this case, the
foot level structure would be the same as in (15), but the word level
structure would be right branching and labelled by Labelling Convention L.
Again I know of no language which exhibits thjs type of pattern.
(16)

w

/j;w
s~ s s/\\

"'

"'\

S/\W S W W 5/\W 5 W W W
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1980
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Tne following constraint will rule out structures like those in (15)
and (16). In fact, this constraint will rule out twelve of the sixteen
types of metrical structures which are possible within Halle and Vergnaud s
theory.
1

{17) Constraint on the labelling of Metrical Structures.
If the metrical structure within some level of a metrical
structuren is left branching, then in the configuration
[n1 n2], 1 must be strong.
b. If the metrical structure within some level of a metrical
structure is right branching, then in the configuration
[n 1 n2]. n2 must be strong.
I am assuming here tnat within any particular level of the metrical structure,
the tree structure will be uniformly branching. This constraint establishes
a correlation between the branching and labelling of metrical structures.
If the structure is right b~anching then the right node must be strong,
and if the structure is left branching then the left node must be strong.
The four possible types of metrical structures which are allowed within
this constrained theory which I am proposing are illustrated in {18).
a.

( 18) .

left branching word level

s w w s ww s ww

s
r

A~
w
w

~, "~ "~
s

left branching
foot level

right branching word level

/ ~w
w

/s

w

w~s

·T· ,-rr;Ktb"lffi
c
'
~
t
f
l
r
1
7
t
h
f
t
foot level
w w ~w w s w w s
w ws ww s ww
~

I am arguing that metrical structures should be separated into levels
and that the structures within each level should be constrained by (17).
According to this view, all of the foot-level structures would be constructed first, and then a word-level structure would be built. If we
adopt this vi.ew of metrical patterns, then it is necessary to reject
Liberman and Prince's hypothesis that tne metrical structure rule should
iterate through the word. Their theory claims that each time you construct
a foot-level structure, it should be i!ITllediately attached as a sister
to the metrical structure whicn has already been created.

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol6/iss2/8
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There are several metrical analyses in Halle and Vergnaud's paper
which contain metrical structures which violate the constraint proposed
in (17). Since the constraint defines a correlation between the branching
and labelling of metrical structures, it further predicts that labelling
conventions may not contain branching conditions, since the resulting
metrical structures would not be well-fonned according to (17). Several
of the analyses of stress patterns discussed by Halle and Vergnaud make
use of the branching condition in their labelling conventions. I have
argued for alternative analyses for each language in Wheeler (1979).
In each case, it is possible to provide an analysis of the stress pattern
which is consistent with the proposed labelling constraint. Not only
does this constraint limit the number of possible stress patterns, and
thus provide an explanation for why certain patterns are not found in
any language, but it also limits tne number of possible analyses for
any one particular stress pattern. The labelling constraint makes
cer:t;ain predictions about what constitutes a possible metrical analysis.
I will now discuss the analysis of stress in Southern Paiute in greater
detail. There are a number of possible analyses of the stress pattern,
only one of which will turn out to be compatible with the labelling
constraint in (17).
First of all, I will focus on the treatment of words with an odd
number of syllables like those in (19) below.
(19)

~
nUqw,ntI
/
,
p1Jca ta 1 p ·1 al
mantcaAqal

'stream 1
'looked fcir 1
1
to hold out one's hands'

~

I am assuming that the metrical structures should be separated into
levels and that each level may be labelled independently, following
Ha 11 e and Vergnaud 1 s proposa 1. Thus moras should be grouped into
bimoraic feet, starting at the beginning of the word. The final vowel
of each word in (19) will be left unfooted. The problem which I want
to, discuss has to do with how this final vowel ·should be incorporated
into the metrical structure. Suppose that the foot level metrical structure
rule were stated so that any final unfooted vowel would be incorporated
into the preceding foot. This would mean that examples like those in (19)
would be as~igned the following foot level metrical structure:
J

(20)

.I\ /\\

#CVCVCVCVCV#

In order to derive the correct relative~rorninence relation, nodes of
the bimoraic feet need to be labelled w s. However, since all final
vowels in S0uti1ern Paiute are stressless and devoiced, we need to ensure
that the final vowel in (20) is weak, as in (21b}.
(21)

a. *

A

ws

'J{..\
ws s

#CVCVCVCVCV#
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1980
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If we were to assume that the foot level metrical structures· were labelled
i.Jy·Halle and Vergnaud 1 s labelring convention L' (12) 1 then we could
derive the correct labelling for (21b). But, r have argued that labelling
conventions should not contain branching conditions, and that only the
metrical structures which are well-formed according to the labelling
constraint given in {17) should be allowed by the theory. Thus, even
though the foot level metrical ·structure in (21b) defines the correct
prominence relation among the 110Wels, it is not allowed as a possible
analysis within the constrained theory.
The; alternative is to leave the final syllable unassociated until
the word ~evel. I argued earlier that since the main stress fa1ls on
the strong vowel of the first foot of a word, the word level ;metrical
structure, must be left branching, with the left node being strong. Thus,
the final vowel wi 11 end up being dominated by a weak node of the word
level metrical structure.
(22)

foot level metrical structure
I'\

A

w s ws

#CVCVCVCVCV#

word level metrical structure

1::i:w

#CVCVCVCVCV#

The.!rule 'for defining how the metrical structures are constructed and
labelled ;in Southern Paiute is given below in (23).
(23) Metrical Structure Rule for Southern Paiute
a.

Foot level: Starting at the beginning of the word,

b.

tenninal nodes dominating morae. In the
],
is strong.
configuration [N 1 N N
22
Word level: St~rting at the beginning of the word,
construct a left branching structure whose
terminal nodes are the foot level trees

construct binary branching feet with the

~~.'. !~~~~~···· =•~~~::~~~~~~i~f-~M.~~~qr~~r,~~i~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~
There is a certain amount of redundant infonnation in the metrical
structure rule given above. For one thing, in order to construct a
left branching word level structure, it is necessary to start grouping
feet together at the beginning of the wotd. Also, assuming the constraint
on the labelling of metrical structures, since the word leve·1 structure
is left branching, the left node must be strong. So, it may not be
necessary to specify how the word leve 1 structure is to be 1abe 11 ed
in the rule. Perhaps future research in this area \·1il1 lead to a
better understanding of what aspects of metrical structures and metrical
structure rules are predictable from universal properties. For now,
I will leave (23) in its present fonn.

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol6/iss2/8
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I have argued that the constraint on the labelling of metrical
structures makes certain predictions about how stress patterns are to
be analyzed. In particular. it provides a means for choosing between
two descriptively adequate analyses of the alternating stress pattern
in Southern Paiute words containing an odd nlfftlber of morae. According
to Sapir's description, all final vowels are weak and devoiced. The
metrical structure rule in {23) incorrectly predicts that the final vowel
of a word with an even number of morae will be strong. Some examples
of words containing an even number of morae are given below in (24) .
(24) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

,,

qan,u af'}WI
tA 1 cfp·~x·u
I
t \ /
maroOqway
1q·wA
/
qanI
t6q·u

in the house 1
1
when it was evening'
'stretch it'
1
house 1
'panther•

1

The metrical structure which would be assigned to examples like the one in
(24a) is illustrated below in (25).
s .............. w
A
A

(25)

ws w s
qanivanwi

In order to derive the correct prominence relation~ a rule is needed
which will weaken the· final stressed syllable. Because stress is defined
in terms of relative prominence within the metrical theory, weakening
the final syllable automatically entails strengthening the sister node
The final weakening rule is given below in {26}.
(26)

Final Weakening Rule - Souther~ Paiute
/\

· w s#

A

-4>

s w#

Thus. an example like (24a) will have the following derivation:

c2n

/"'--..
s
w

/',.

A 1

(26)

ws w s

qanivanwi

.f's /'w
qanivanwi

Bisyllabic words like those in {24d) and (24e) are tne only type of examples
where stress falls on the initial mora. The stress pattern of these
words is predicted by the analysis I am proposing. The metrical structure
rule (23) will assign stress to the final syllable, just as in other
words containing an even number of rnorae. Since the environment for
the final weakening rule is met, it will apply and stress will be
shifted onto the initial syllable.
A
/\
(28}

ws

qani
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The processes of gemination and vocalic devoicing in Southern
Paiute are closely related to the stress pattern assigned to a word.
The examples in (3) show that there are alternations uetween voiced and
unvoiced forms of vowels in related stems depending on the morphological
structure of the word. Similarly, there are alternations between ordinary
voiceless consonants and geminated ones. Assuming the analysis of
stress which I have argued for. it is possible to give a very simple
analysis-of gemination and devoicing. The two rules which are needed
to describe the alternations are given below in (29) and (30).
(29)

Gemination - Southern Paiute
s
I

V

s

[~~~~~.] ~ J
_

(30)

.

[:~~7~eJ
+long

Vocalic Devoicing - Southern Paiute

u~ ~

w

~ ~r+co~s
# 1
- vo,ceJ

w

(-voi ce]

+co~s
fft-vo1cej
# 1J

The derivation of example (24b) is illustrated below. All of the
rules proposed for Southern Paiute are required in order to derive the
correct phonetic form .from the underlying form given. As I said earlier,
in this paper I am only concerned with the processes of gemination and
devoicing and with how they relate to the stress pattern of a word. There
are undoubtedly other predictable alternations in examples like (24b).
The underlying representation given below would probably need to be
revised in a more extensive phonological analysis.
( 31)

'when it was evening•

/taciqaxu/
/'..

~ i>"ifiii~
.~-~i.'Oiir
.·--· · - ' - ~
:

i
r~ .S~~•:•;
~
...

'r~;,•~:·

tacipaxu

.....

-··

··

Metrical Structure Rule {23)

/",...

~

ws

~
s w

tacipaxu

Final Weakening Rule (26)

taci E..' a_!· u
tA l c i p • ax •!!.

Gemination (29)
Vocalic Devoicing (30)

I menti oned earlier that the stress pattern in Southern Paiute
should be described simply in terms of metrical structures and that
it was not necessary to have any stress assignment rules assigning the
feature [+stress] to .alternate vowels. I will now return to this question
and argue that if there were stress assignment rules in addition to
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the proposed metrica1 structure rules, it would be necessary to complicate
the analysis. Suppose·that there were a stress rule which assigned the
feature [+stress] to all even morae in a word. The result of applying
such a stress rule and building the appropriate metrical structure for
a word with an even number of morae is illustrated below.
(32)

In Libennan and Prince's analysis of English, they argued that there should
be a well-fonnedness constraint which ruled out any metrical structure
in which a strong node dominated a vowel bearing the feature [-stress].
( 33)

*

s

'

[-stress]
If the final weakening rule proposed in (26) were to apply to (32),
the resulting structure would violate (33}. Thus. in addition to a rule
destressing the final vowel, it would be necessary to have a rule which
assigned the feature [+stress] to the penultimate vowel. So, if we
were to assume that the stress rules and metrical structure rules apply
concurrently, as Libennan and Prince proposed, we would be forced to have
a derivation like that illustrated below in (34) •
(34)

.

/',.

w
A A
ws ws
#CVCVCVCV#
s

- + - +

,,,,......

~

Result of initial application of
stress assignment r.u1e and concurrent
building of metrical structure

~

WS W5

#CVCVCVCV#
- + +

+

s ...........w
w"'s s"'w·
#CVCVCVCV#
- + + +

Penultimate Stressing

Final Weakening Rule

~

j.

~

ws s w

Final Destressing
HCVCVCVCV#
- ++ I will not go into detail about how these various stress rules should
be stated. There may in fact be other possible analyses than the one
described in {34). What I have tried to show is that if there are
stress assignment rules marking vowels with the feature [+stress],
it is necessary to complicate the analysis I have proposed because othen1ise
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.,_

the application of the final weakening rule (26} would generate ill-formed
metrical ~tructures. Since it 1s possible to account for the alternations
discussed in terms of the metrical structure without having to make
reference to the segmental feature [±stress], these complications are
totally unmotivated.

In .the remainder of the paper I will be discussing various aspects
of the stress pattern found in TUbatulabal, a Uta-Aztecan language which
is related to Southern Paiute. I will start with a discussion of
the historical development of the final stress pattern in Tilbatulabal.
Pamela Munro ( 1977) argues that a second mora stress pattern should be
reconstructed for Proto-Ute-Aztecan. This sort of stress pattern is
relatively rare among the languages of the world. In a paper by Larry
Hyman (1977), l1e points out that initial, penultimate and final stress
are all about equally common in languages having non-phonemic stress,
but that second syllable stress only occurs in about three percent of
the languages he sampled. In languages with non-phonemic stress, the
stress is often used to mark word boundaries. The rarer stress patterns
are less ·effective as far as marking boundaries, and Hyman suggests
that they are likely to·change to another more effective pattern. If
Proto-Uta-Aztecan had a second-mora stress pattern, it would not be
too surprising to find that some of the modern Uto-Aztecan languages
have retained that pattern. If, however1 Proto-Uta-Aztecan had had
some other stress pattern, it would be very surprising to find that
five of the modern lang~ages have independently developed the rare
second-mora pattern. By Munro's calculation, the odds against such
innovation are greater than a thousand to one . While I do not believe
that some of Munro's arguments are very strong, I do think that the
data supports her conclusion about stress in Proto-Uta-Aztecan. I
am going to assume that Proto-Uta-Aztecan had a second-mora stress
pattern. Southern Paiute has retained the original pattern. It is
not clear whether an alternating stress rule should be reconstructed
for Proto-Uta-Aztecan as well. Within the metrical theory, it is possible
to give a very natural explanation for why stress is reckoned from the
end of the word in Tubatulabal.
Both Southern Paiute and Tubatulabal have an alternating stress

~
bG.GO.em
,D~.,JJi~iL~1hA occur··on
~ .J; ~Jf~
UJJ~~
~~
· ·-· ·.42~t&RlmdJAi.1Sgut
·arr -sEfcotr iiry ·a·s-tresses
- -even moraei"procee -mg- r1 gntwara · -

.-. ·

---- ~--

through the word. In Tubatulaba1, however, the main stress falls on
the final vowel of the word and the alternating stress pattern is reckoned
from the main stress, proceeding leftward toward the beginning of the
word. The goal of this section of the paper is to provide an explanation
for why these two languages have such vastly different stress patterr1s.
Munro (1977) also points out that Mono and Kawaiisu reckon stress
from the end of the word rather than from the beginning . Mono and Kawaiisu
are both members of the Numic sub-family, along with Southern Paiute.
The following diagram illustrates the historical relationship between
the languages of the Shoshonean sub-group of Uta-Aztecan languages.
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(35) Genetic grouping of Shoshonean family of Uto-Aztecan languages.

entral

~hoshoni
omanche
te

Southern

outhe.rn Paiute
hemhuevi
awaiisu

Tubatul aba 1
Serrano
Kitanemuk

• Shoshonean
:raki k

uiseno
upeno
ahuilla
Wanikik Cahutlla

Hopi

Munro claims that since Mono and Kawaiisu represent separate
sub-branches. there cannot be genetic reasons for the fact that they
both reckon stress from the end rather than from the beginning. But
she claims that:
(36)

There may be a historical connection nonetheless.
It is noteworthy that the three end-stressing languages
among northern Ute-Aztecan groups, Mono~ Kawaiisu. and
Tubatulabal, are all spoken within a relatively confined
territory in south and east cnetral Cal1fornia •.• All three
languages, consequentlyJ are spoken very close to the area
occupied until quite recently by speakers of Yokuts, a
language of the Penutian family spoken in the southern part
of the San Joaquin Valley in Central California. All dialects
of Yokuts (most now extinct) had regular penultimate stress
(Newman 1944). The Yokuts, then, determined stress placement
from a final word boundary, rather than from an initial one.
It is not unreasonable to suppose that speakers of the three
Uta-Aztecan languages in closest contact with the Yokuts
might have borrowed from them their method of marking word
boundaries by stress. 11 (Munro (1977) p. 311).
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But : this couldn't be the entire explanation since some of the
southern Uta-Aztecan languages also reckon stress from the final word
boundary, }and there are no possible contact sources like Yokuts. Classical
Aztec had ~:strii::t penultimate stress and Pochutla has final stress. Varohio,
Huichol, and Cora may all reckon stress from the end of the word as well.
I believe rthat a closer examination of Southern Paiute and ·Tubatu1aba1
provides evidence that the shift to final stress in Tubatulabal was not
caused bicontact with Yokuts, but that there were interna l factors
which con~itioned the change.
'
In their discussion of English stress, Libennan and Prince consider
some examples where the relative prominence of words in isolation is
not preserved when these words are combined into phrases. For example:
/

{

3

1

2

4

1

thirteen men

thirteen
3
1
(38) achromatic

(37)

2

4

l

achromatic lens

The existence of comparable examples in other languages leads them to
suggest that the "rhythm rule 11 which would account for (37) and (38)
is a reasortab1y natural phenomenon. They fonnalize the notion of
11
clashing stress 11 in tenns of the metrical grid. The basic claim is
that certain stress configurations
(i.e. two stressed syllables in a
row) are marked as 11 clashing 11 and thus produce a pressure for change.
For English, the result of the rhythm rule is that the primary stress
of a worcf is shifted back to the syllable bearing secondary stress in
isolation· when there is another primary stress fo1lowing.
f

I a,rgued earlier in the paper that the analysis of stress in
Southern :Paiute should include the final weakening rule given in (26}.
This rule applies to words with an even number of morae, which end up
having ,a ·strong final syllable by the Metrical Structure Rule (23).
The effect of the final weakening rule is i l lustrated again jn (39)
for convenience.

/\

.

ilww ··-- ·_
-,---·-··~·-··
~ _~-~--l-····~ui"i.~
&a~·l
'

•-··- .,, ... .-..,.,_
,w.
·•- '•
...t'\•
7 ,_ . ,. _,_,_,,._.

/'-...

iTriiif ~ t ' . ...~---·-~·····:··
_ i~·~
··':~
_i-:iiii~fii~iiie
· :EW.'
· .i ··---,.. i:iiiimt..
t·~~i'iii :'f ' -

·, •,•• -.-.,• -•-'"

'· 1\

w s ws
#CVCVCVCV#

,,- ,•.,~•·• ,·---• .N. •. • -• -

- · · ·•.••-•-• •·
• · "/ \" -

-W

1fri&:Siwi@ii:t:ifT~~iY ni hliii~·- -- -.,

._ .,

•· - • • •

'•"•

• • ••"•• • •

-- - • ' " " " " '

-.-.,

:JE~£'¥#

••·-.- · - - . - - - . . -, ,-.

ws s w
) #CVCVCVCV#

Notice that as a result of applying the final inversion rule, a stress
cl ash is ·:created. The second and third morae are both stressed. For
some reason) Southern Paiute has never remedied this situation. I
believe that this situation of "clashing" stresses is what. has ultimately
led to a ," reanalysis of stress assignment in Tubatulabal. I :am assuming
here that Proto-Uta-Aztecan (or at least Proto-Shoshonean) had a secondmora alternating stress pattern and that the final weakening ru1e (26)
was part of the phonology in the history of the Uto~Aztecan languages
at some point prior to when Tubatulabal and the Numic languages split.
The evidence suggests that at some point after these languages splitJ
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Tubatulabal developed a rhythm rule given in {40) in order to alleviate
the situation of "clashing~ stresses.
(40)

Rhythm Rule - Tubatulabal
/\
w s

I\

s ~s w s

Metrical structures which have undergone final weakening will meet
the environment for the rhythm rule. Thus1 examples with an even number
of morae as in {39) will undergo the following readjustments,
( 41 )

s

A

w

A I\
ws ws

#CVCVCVCV#

Metrical Structure Rule {23)
(Proto-Uto-Aztecan stress pattern)

/"'--,

X

~

s ws w
#CVCVCVCV#
,,,.......,

Final Weakening Rule (26)

w

s

A A
s ws w
#CVCVCVCV#

Rhythm Rule (40)

After applying the rhythm rule to examples like (41), the first
mora of the word ends up being stressed. In words which contain an
odd number of ·morae, the final weakening rule does not apply1 and so
the environment for the rhythm rule is not created. In these examples
the initial vowel is weak, or relatively unstressed. Compare the derived
stress pattern of words containing an even number of morae with the
stress pattern assigned to words with an odd number of morae.
(42)

a.

even number of morae
s

A

/\

s

w

/\

ws w

#CVCVCVCV#

b. odd number of morae

s;..)

A-~\

ws ws w

#CVCVCVCVCV#

The most salient feature which both ~Xa!Tlples have in conman is that the
penultimate vowel is stressed. In comparing the surface forms in (42),
it is easy to see why the stress pattern was reanalyzed. Both examples
exhibit an alternating stress pattern, but in (42a) the initial syllable
is strong while in {42b) the initial syllable is weak. The alternating
stress pattern in the surface fonns appears to be oriented from the
penultimate syllable. So, the acquisition of the rnythm rule to alleviate
the stress clash created by the application of the final weakening
rule evidently lead to a reanalysis of the stress pattern in languages like
Mono, Kawaiisu, and. Tubatulabal.
There is an additional historical change which has taken place in
Tubatulabal. In Southern Paiute, all final weak vowels are devoiced,
but in Tubatulabal they have been deleted entirely {Swadesh and Voegelin 1939).
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The rule of final vowel deletion is given below in (1l3).
(43)

Final Vowel Deletion - TUbatulabal
V ~

~

/ _#

Assuming t,hat the rhythm rule was acquired to alleviate stress c1ashes
and that the stress pattern was reanalyzed on the basis of surface forms
like those in (42), ·after all final weak vowels were deleted rit is
easy to see how Tubatulabal develo'ped a final stress pattern. Before
discussing the synchronic analysis of stress. I will discuss :the processes
of gemination, voicing, and vowel length in Tubatulabal. Gemination
and voi ci qg are both dependent on the length of the preceding vowe 1 •
Remember that in Southern Paiute consonants were geminated following
stressed vowels. The problem. then, is to account for why gemination
is dependent on stress in Southern Paiute but on vowel length in
Tubatulab~l. It is possible to provide an explanation for this difference.
if we assu,me the analysis of the historical development of the stress
pattern discussed in the preceding section. I belfeve that this fact
provides jndependent evidence for the historical analysis that I have
presented,
In Tubatu1aba1, plosives and affricates which are voiceless in
initial position become voiced when ;.n medial position and are preceded
by a two-mora vowel (Voegelin 1935:80}. For example:
(44)

a.

p,·w;1{·gant
I
I I
a·ba·w;1,·gant
I

I

b.

.

I

ku·hupll
; . I
,
u • gu • hup'il

'the goose'
'the many geese in one place 1
'the e 1derberry 1
'the many elderberries in one place'

Voiceless plosives and affricates, nasal consonants and l are always
geminated after vowels having the value of one mora. Fricatives
and semivpwels are also geminated. Voegelin says that this is a 11 theoretical
ideal 0 si'.hce, in actual practice, fricatives and semivowels are most

~-;z·~ii•~
,;.,-:;· i i i·~l5-& i W i l p ~ ~ - ~ -rew~~&iMJ.li&piid
ii
~\&Qi9&~19

~J~

S; nee gemi nation is comrnon to ·6o tff-Scfffffferrt 'Parufe"~aiicrTuoafinaoa:l'
·;
..- ·--------- ····--··
it is possible that a gemination rule which was conditioned by stress
was part ;of the phonology before the split between Tubatulabal and the
Numic languages. This might provide an explanation for why fricatives
and semivowels are most consistently geminated after stressed vo~1els.
Also, in ifinal position, voiceless plosives and affricates are always
geminated. This rule apparently holds when the plosive or affricate
is preceded by a two-mora vowel as well as when it is preceded by a onemora vowel. Here again. if gemination were historically conditioned
by a preceding stressed vowel as in the analysis of Southern Paiute
discussed earlier, it would be possible to account for these exceptions
to the general rule describing the distribution of geminate consonants.
I will return to the problem of why the gemination rule was ·reanalyzed
in Tubatulabal after describing vowel length and consonantal voicing.
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There is a pattern of vowel length alternation in Tubatulabal.
According to Voegelin 1 s description, the suffix attached to a verbal
stem is preceded by a vowel increment having the value of one mora; then
in a series of successive suffixes, the second suffix is preceded by
a vowel having the value of two morae) the third suffix is preceded
by a vowel increment having the value of one mora, and so on. The length
of the vowel increments associated with successive suffixes alternates
in value between one mora, two moraet one mora, etc. So for example:
(45)

ti kti k-{a)n-(i ·)w-(a}t

a.

l

2

(vb. st. ) 'to eat'
'he is being fed'

l

(vb. st.} 'to yell
b. a·dza·ya·wa'dza'ya·w-(i}n-(i'}Qa,-(a)t 'he wants to yell at him'
1

2

1

Alternation of length is complicated somewhat in certain verbal themes
when the increment attached to the stern receives an additional mora through
the influence of the verbal stem; when the increment is associated with
a suffix which resists lengthening; and when a medial vowel of the
suffix enters into the alternation of· length pattern. I am not going
to try to formalize a rule which would account for the alternation of
vowel length in Tubatulabal. In addition to the alternation of vowel
length which occurs in verbal elements, there is a tendency toward
alternation of length in all word classes. This alternation is apparently
arbitrary, and it is not possible to state any rules \',hich wi11 account
for all of the examples cited in Voegelin's grammar. lt is interesting
to note that the alternating pattern often includes a long vowel
in the initial syllable .
.;

(45)

,/

,,

tca'mila'batsul
.,,
ta'haw, 1a'p
<"mica·agil
i'

i'

•

'away from the acorn gravy'
'in the summer'
'we shall take leave'

Tubatulabal does not have any voiceless vowels. It is possible
to account for this fact by assuming that the vocalic devoicing rule
in Southern Paiute was acquired sometime after the split between
Tubatulabal and the Numic languages. Tubatulabal does have a series of
voiced stops which are not found in Southern Paiute. The available
evidence suggests that Proto-Uto-Aztecan did not have any voiced stops
or affricatest and so it is necessary to posit rules governing the
distribution of these segments.
As a working hypothesis, l assume that there may be a relationship
between the processes of alternating vowel length and consonantal voicing.
The lengthening of vowels before voiced consonants is a fairly common
phenomenon a~ong languages. Many of the examples in Voegelin's grarrrnar
contain long vowels in the initial syllable, and long vowels i_n all
the odd numbered syllables. Historically, before stress was reanalyzed,
the initial vowel and all odd numbered vowels would have been relatively
weak. Suppose that in Tilbatulabal, voiceless consonants became voiced
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;:.,,·,.<,
., _ ___

..,., ·

following weak vowels and that in turn a weak vowel became lengthened
before a woi ced consonant.
(47)

Consonantal voicing - T~batulabal

w
I
,.

w
I

VC ~ V C

[+voice]

,

(4&)

Vocalic lengthening - Tilbatulabal
\t ~ (+long] 1

r++co~s

1

---L vo1ce!

The voicing rule in (47) has the same environment as the vocalic devoicing
rule posiJed for Southern Paiute, and thus is in complelentary distribution
with the Jgemination rule. It will be necessary to account for why the
alternation between voiced and voiceless consonants in Tubatulabal
is dependent on vowel length rather than.stress in the synchronic grammar.
The explanation is based on the analysis of the historical changes which
affected ':the stress pattern. I will return to this problem shortly.
So far, we. have the following picture:
Proto-Uto-Aztecan
Metrical Structure Rule (23)
final Weakenin~ Rule (26)
Gemination (29)
Tubatulabal
Consonantal Voicing (47~
Vocalic Lengthening (48
Rhythm Rule (40)
Final Vowel Deletion (43)

Numi~ languages

..
.

Southern Paiute
Vocalic Oeyoicing (30)

~ _ J ~~~M:;,;;J;Q~G ~ i t b ~ d·ii1at'tEiiib&1;t;j·QPii&'+~lGl;;
i' ·
··· ·la&iS ~MQWi: J&i1 liliw.Q~Dfrm, ·,~

-·--··-·--"·····-·· ·c
· ····-· Numi ..·1-angua·
·· ortler-·to
· ·i ·n ges"
· '--,,.
-tne '"--c.1·et~rmlrre.. wlien···
..vtn:a1Tc devoifingruTe ·-···-·--·--·-·--- -· -· ···
was acquired within the Numic subgroup. In the above diagram I have
presented the most restricted case - where the devoicing rule was developed
only in Southern Paiute. Evidence from other Numic languages may show
that this rule was acquired earlier in the history of these languages.
So, I am suggesting that the voicing rule (47) and vowel lengthening
rule {48) were acquired at some stage prior to when the rhythm rule (40)
was acquired and stress was reanalyzed. The following examples illustrate
how the rules which I am proposing for Tubatulabal app1y. I am using
VV to represent long vowels and B to represent voiced consonants. The
initial alternating stress pattern is defined by the metrical structure
rule (23). Stressed vowels w111 be represented as V for con_venience.
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(50) Words with an odd number of syllables
I

I

#CVCVCVCVCV#
I

/

#CVCVCCVCVCCV#
I-_,#CVJJVCCV~VCCV#
'
,
#CVVBVCCVVBVCCV#
I

I

#CVVBVCCVVBVCC#
(61)

Metrical Structure Rule (23)
Final Weakening t26)
Gemination (29)
Voicing (47)
Vocalic Lengthening (48)
Rhythm Rule ( 40)
Final Vowel Deletion (43)

Words with an even number of syllables

,,

/

#CVCVCVCV#
I I
#CVCVCVCV#
I
I
#CVCVCCVCCV#
r-,#CVJ!VCCVCCV#
I
I
#CVVBVCCVCCV#
T
'
#CVVBVCCVCCV#
I
I
#CVVBVCCVCC#

Metrical Structure Rule (23)
Final Weakening (26)
Gemination (29)
Voicing (47)
Vocalic Lengthening (48)
Rhythm Rule (40)
Final Vowel Deletion (43)

I am assuming here, following Kiparsky (1972) and King (1973)
that new rules may only be added to the end of the phonological component.
In this particular case, assuming that the rhythm rule was acquired
later than the voicing and vowel lengthening rules, then it must apply
after them. When the rhythm rule ii acquired in Tabatulabal, it will not
apply in examples with an odd nwmber of morae, as was discussed in detail
earlier. The rhythm rule will apply, however, to examples like (51).
The result is that stress is shifted onto the initial long vowel. The
surface forms which are derived from the underlying representations in
(50) and (51) are repeated below for comparison in (52a) and (52b)
respectively.
(52)

a.
b.

,,

,,

#CVVBVCCVVBVCC#
;
;
#CVVBVCCVCC#

On the basis of surface fonns like those in (52), it is no longer possible
to detennine what the original envi-ronments were for voicing and gemination.
It is no longer possib~e· to distinguish the environments for these rules
in terms of the stress on the preceding vowel. Geminate consonants occur
after both stressed and unstressed vowels, as do the voiced consonants.
On the basis of these urface fonns, the environments appear to be
detennined on the basis of vowel length. Notice that all of the voiced
consonants are preceded by long vowels and all of the geminate consonants
are preceded by short vowels. I believe that it was this situation which
ultimately led to the reanalysis of both voicing and gemination.in
Tubatulabal. The renalayzed form of the voicing rule and the gemination
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rule are ·.given below in (53) and (54). The statement fer these rules is
grossly oversimplified. As I mentioned earlier, there are several
exception_s to the gemination rule which apparently reflect an earlier
stage when gemination was dependent on stress. Also, conditions need
to be placed .on the voicing rule restricting the environment following
the consonant.
,,
(53} Reanalyzed form of Voicing Rule ... Tubatulabal
[+cons] ~ [+voice] / (!~6~gl
(54) Reanalyzed form of Gemination Rule - r'ubatulabal
[+cons] ~ [+long] 1 c:,~~g1
This analysis of voicing and gemination assumes that the vowel
lengthening rule (48) was. reanalyzed before either the voicing rule or
the gemination rule. It cannot be the case that vowel lengthening is
dependent on the following consonant being voiced and that the voicing
of the following consonant is dependent on the vowel being long. It is not
exactly clear ·what the vowel lengthening rule should look Hke. It
seems th~t in many cases the vowel length has been phonemicited or is
based on ::morphologica1 structure (vowel increments). I have not tried
to giv~ an explicit synchronic analysis of the phonological -alternations
in Tubatulabal. I have tried to provide an explanation for;Why gemination
and voicing in Tubatulabal are conditioned by vowel length rather than
by stress as in Southern Paiute. I have argued that historically these
processes were in fact conditioned by stress, and that the acquisition
of the Rhythm Rule in Tubatulabal to alleviate stress clashes is what
ultimately led to the reanalysis. In the final section of this paper
I will discuss the synchronic analysis of stress in Tubatulabal.
The problem of how to fonnulate the synchronic rule of stress
assignment in Tubatulabal raises certain interesting problems. I have
been assuming that, historically, TUbatulabal had the same stress rules
as Southern Paiute. The rules discussed earlier are repeated below
(55) Metrical Structure Rule
a. Foot level: Starting at the beginning of the word,
construct binary branching feet with the
tenninal nodes dominating morae. In the
configuration [N 1 N2N
],2
is strong.
b. Word level: Starting at the beginning of the word,
construct a left branching structure whose
terminal nodes are the foot level trees
and any stray final syllable. In the
configuration [N 1 N2J, N1 is strong.
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(56) Final Weakening Rule
A

/\

w s# ~ s w#

And I argued that Tubatulabal later developed a rhythm rule to alleviate
stress clashes created by the application of the final weakening rule.
This rule is also repeated here for ease of reference.

(57) Rhythm Rule - Tubatulabal
/\

w s

s

:::)s

A

w s

It is possible that the stress pattern in Tubatulabal has never actually
been radically reanalyzed, and that all of these rules are part of the
synchronic grammar. If this was in fact the case, then, in addition to
the stress rules in (55)-(57), the rule which deletes final vowels (43)
would 'also have to be part of the synchronit gralTlllar. There are several
aspects of this analysis which are not ,very appealing. First of all,
the derivation of any example is going to· be relatively complex and involve
abstract underlying representations. It seems unlikely that anyone learning
.TUbatulabal would analyze the stress pattern in tenns of these rules,
given only the surface fonns and no information regarding the history
of the language. Also, unless stress is reanalyzed in some way, we no
longer can explain why voicing and gemination are dependent on vowel length.
Nevertheless, this remains as a possible analysis within metrical theory.
I will now ' outline a second possible analysis of the synchronic stress
pattern in Tub~tulabal. This analysis basically involves translating
Voegelin 1 s description into metrical theory. Voegelin gives the following
description_of stress in Tubatulabal.
(58)

With very few exceptions, the main stress falls on the
final vowel of the stem; or if suffixes are appended. on
the final vowel of the last suffix. Thus the word, in
Tubatulabal, is a phonetic entity delimited by the position
of the main stress. Conjunctive particles which follow
the main stress are either atonic or are accented independently ••.
Since the alternation of stress is oriented from the· main
stress, a change in the position of the main stress ~rought
about by the addition of a suffix may alter the accentuation
of the entire word. (Voegelin 1935:p. 75-76)

Examples of how the alternating pattern may be affected by the addition
of a suffix are given below in (59).
(59) a.

tc{~;y~l
'the red thistle'
1
tciQ{yal,.p
0n the red thistle'
b• . wi tal}hat~l
I the Tejon Indians
I
I
J
I
w,taQhatala'batsul
'away from the Tejon ,lndians'
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On the basis fo examples like those 1n (59} it appears as though
stress alternates ~Y syllables in rubatulabal rather than by ·morae.
However. in order to account for the fact that all long vowels are
stressed, the alternating stress rule should be stated 1n terms of morae,
as in Southern Paiute. I will discuss how to account for the stress
Within the metrical
patterns in words containing long vowels later.
theory.1the stress rule for TObatulabal would be formalized as in (60)
below. '
(60)

Metrical Structure Rule - Tubatulabal

a. Foot level: Starting at the end of the word,
.
construct binary· bran~hing feet with the
terminal nodes dominating syllables.
In the configuration [N1 N2], N2 is strong.
b. Word level: Starting at the end of ,the word, construct
a right branching structure whose terminal
nodes are the foot level trees and any
stray . initial syllable. In the configuration
[N N N
],
is strong.
1 2 2
The following examples illustrate the structures defined

by

this rule.

( 61 ) Word with ·an even number of sy11 ab1es,

A
w s

/\ /\

ws w s
#CVCVCVCV#

(62) Word with an odd number of syllables

IAS

/ 1' (\

wws ws

Wnile (61) represents the correct prominence relation, the structure
in (62) .is incorrect. The initial syllable which is labelled weak
should in fact be strong. A readjustment rule like that in (63) below
is needed in order to derive the correct stress pattern in {62).
· (63) Readjustment rule
A

#W w s

~

#s

A

w s

This readjustment rule must apply in all examples which have an odd
number of morae. It is necessary to include the initial word boundary
in the structural information in the rule since there is an environment
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in which a sequence of two weak morae may occur in Tubatulabal. According
to Voegelin's description, stress always falls on the first mora of
a long vowel. Thus, when a stressed vowel is preceded by a short vowel
which is in turn preceded by a long vowel, the stress falls on the tbird
mora, counting backward from the stressed vowel. For example:
(64)

a.

n~·w;cu'l

b•

"'· 91. b111
U

'the pine-nut pole'
1
the bunch grass 1

~Jithin this analysis, (64a) would be assigned the following metrical
structure by the metrical structure rule in (60). A sequence of
identical vowels is used to represent a long vowel.
(65)

/\

w

w1

s

w'\.

naawicul
rule is needed which will shift the stress onto the first mora of
the long vowel in the initial syllable. The rule is given be·low in (66).

A

(66) Stress ~hift in long vowels

"

,..

WS

SW

cvvc

-==9

cvvc

After applying (66) to the structure in (64), the following metrical
structure will be derived.
(67)

A

w s
s~

.J's

naawicul
This structure would then meet the environment for the readjustment rule in
· (63) if it did not explicitly mention the initial word boundary.
In addition to
vowel, a rhythm rule
analysis in order to
like (68a) and (68b)
(68)

the rule shifting stress to the first mora of a long
needs to be incorporated into this synchronic
derive the correct prominence relation in examples
below.

a. pitftpit(·dina't
b. i bPmiyf-1

'he is turnin~ it over repeatedly'
'the flower-month'

In general, a short vowel preceding a long vowel never bears stress.
The example in (68a) would be assigned the following metrical structure:
(69)

~s
I(
"' wI\s
w w s ws

pititpitiidinat
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The application of the stress shift rule creates a stress clash, since
there are two adjacent stressed vowels in the derived structure given
below in_ (70).
(70)

/1
5

WW

5

w"s

/\

A 1'

SSW W S

pjtitpitiidinat
If we as:sume that there is a rhythm rule, l:ike the one posited in the
diachronic analysis, it is possible to account for the alternating stress
pattern j:found in examples like (68a). The derived structure after applying
the rhythm rule is illustrated in (71)
(1,1)

/J'i?,

WS

A A

WSW W S

pititpitiidinat
Thus, within this synchronic analysis, it is necessary to c\Ssume that
there are the following rules:
Metrical Structure Rule (60)
Stress Shift in long vowels (66)
Rhythm Rule
Readjustment Rule (63)
'
This
analysis differs from the preceding one in several respects.
First of all, the metrical structure rule operates from right to left
rather than from left to right. Secondly, within this analysis it is
necessary to assume that the underlying fonns have been reanalyzed so
~

m iiiti. . ..;,t he';t;,,;tbe-#ill1-ah

ve111i;Jw1tlbiiibi
i ~~~~dmJ
!iiik~
a
i,i,QQUWJ;,R
·-·
·;:

&ArJQ'\iAiJce~~ - ··

.--1&ll

-," . _...,_,________
· ,fiis'toFicany-·;wTuoatu1aoar1s''-no 1ori'!fer·part·-· ·-··or t:lfe""ITnaer1
·yrn· ·
!rfe'PY"es·entati or1:- -- ··,
the analysis includes the readjustment rule (63) in addition
to the Rhythm Rule and the rule shifting stress to the first mora of
a long vowel. Again, the resulting analysis is fairly complex, but
it is allowed by the theory. Examples like (68a) will have to undergo
a considerable amount of restructuring, and the derived metrical structure
will bear little resemblance to the underlying structure. ,The readjustment
rule in (63) is an ad hoc way to derive the correct relative prominence in
examples of the form illustrated in (62). Notice also that the readjustment
rule must be extrinsically ordered so that it follows the rtiythm rule
in order to derive the correct relative prominence in examples like (68a}.
Both the underlying structure in (69) and the structure in (70) meet
the structural description for the readjustment rule. In order for it
to be prevented from applying, it must be ordered after the rhythm rule.
0
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Once the rhythm rule has applied, the environment for the readjustment
rule is no longer met.
The following examples show that the readjustment rule must also
be extrinsically ordered so that it follows the rule shifting stress
onto the first mora of a long vowel.
(73) a.
b.

uy6' k
hanf''yulu

'he fe11 1
'your (pl.) house (obj}'

The example in (73a) would be assigned the following metrical structure .
(74)

ri

w ws

uyuuk

The readjustmentrul~ must nntbe allowed to apply to assign stress to the
initial vowel. If the readjustm~nt rule is ordered so that it follows
the rule which shifts stress to the first mora of a long vowel, then
we can account for this fact. The result of applying {66) to (74) is
illustrated below. This structure no longer satisfies the environment
for the readjustment rule.
(75)

r~

WSW

uyuuk
Allowing readjustment rules like (63) into the theory greatly
increases the power of the theory. The readjustment rule in (62) is
very different from the so-called Rhythm rules which have been discussed
in the literature (Liberman and Prince 1977; Nespor and Vogel 1978).
Rhythm rules are .conditioned by a stress clash, where two relatively
strong syllables are adjacent. The rule in (63) is restricted so that
it may only applY wora initially and it is not conditioned by a stress
clash. As has been shown, it is often possible to give several different
possible metrical analyses for a single stress pattern. In order to
increase the predictive power of the metrical theory of stress, it is
necessary to 1imit the number of possible analyses. The proposed constraint
on the labelling of metrical structures (17) was intended to restrict the
tlass of possible metrical structure rules allowed bv the theorv.
,In order to further limit the number of possible analyses, it is necessary
,t o restrict the types of readjustment rules allowed by the theory.
·tlearly, the strongest constraint on possible readjustment rules would
be the following.
(76)

A metrical analysis of a language may not contain any rules
which readjust the relative pro~i nence defined by the
metrica 1 structure rule for that language.

Obviously this constr.aint
out the readjustment rule
rules and final weakening
on a variety of languages
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readjustment rules. are well-motivated.
I .will now discuss a third pos.sible synchronic analysis of the
alternating stress pattern in Tubatulabal. This analysis ~as the advantage
that it :is not necessary to incorporate a readjustment rule like (63)
into the analysis. I will be assuming that metrical structures are
divided ~into levels and that the labelling at each level is constrained
by the Jabelling constraint in (17). As in the preceding analysis.
binary pranching feet will be constructed. starting at the end of the word.
The pri~ary difference between this analysis and the preceding one lies
in the treatment of long vowels. Rather than having a rule which
shifts $tress onto the first mora of a long vowel, the fact that all
long vowels are stressed·on the first mora is built into the metrical
structure rule. The morae in syllables containing long vowels are
structured together and assigned the labelling s"'w before the foot level
rules apply. The foot level rule will then be stated so that the
alternating pattern is defined over syllables. Starting at th~ end of
the word, binary branching feet are constructed and labelled w s. The
fact that all long vowels bear stress is accounted for in this analysis
since the.Y are assigned the structure s"'w. Thus. an example like
tcio{ya·u·E! will be assigned the following structure at the foot level.

,e11 )

rs,..

"

WSW SW

tci niya l aap
This structure does not violate the constraint on labelling proposed in
(17) if we assume that metrical structure may be defined for the level
of the syllable as well as at the foot and word ,levels. In the preceding
analysis1 this example would have had to undergo both the rule shifting
stress :to the first mora of a long vowel and the rhythm rule. Neither
of these rules are needed in this analysis to derive the correct relative
prominence in examples like (77). Similarly. these two rules are not
needed~in the derivation of examples like (68a) which will be assigned
the foflowing metrical structure.
i;iii;im:ii:ii•·
·
iiiiffl
iiif@
· • ;,"~
' ii.ii;'i'r"'i.iiiii~
~
:iriii;~'iwii,rii
~..-w , r ,; .~z;'ii,.j,i'i

---·---..
·.~.- ·-- ..-- --..
-··-~ - . ..
:

.. ~-.. 7\

~ ~ 'i

.. ·K .../\

W S

?ii,iiii/iiii

.- ~··
·-.. '" --........ -

--.iiiiiii,;;i1i
,, ~'":-- - -,,.- •': '"'·"c''''
'
'' '' - '
, .v.... ...." ....
.-. .....
..,_
.,....
___
.. . .. ·................
....

.. ..

.. , --···

.. ..

''
, < . . . . • _. - . .. . ,
, ... . . . .

-- -·
•••

.
. . . . . ...

W SW W S

pititpitiidinat
The readjustment rule in (63) was needed in the P.receding analysis
to account for the stress pattern in words like tci~iy~l where the initial
vowel is stressed. In any word with an odd number of syllables, the
initial syllable was left unfooted and consequently ended up being dominated
by a weak node of the right branching word level structure. It is possible
to account for the relative prominence of the vowels in examples like
tc11Jiyal without positing a readjustment rule if we simply assume that
the word level metrical structure in Tubatulabal is left branching
rather than right branching. This option is available if we assume
that the foot level structures and the word level structures may be
constructed independently ..· This option would riot be availa ble in the
original theory as outlined by Libennan and Prince since they proposed
that the entire metrical structure rule whicli I am proposing for Tubatulabal
is given below.
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(79)

Metrical Structure Rule - Tubatulabal
J\

Syllable
Assign the structures w to syllables containing
long vowe1s.
~
level:
Foot level: Starting at the end of the word, construct binary
branching feet with the Ntennina l nodes dominating
syllables. In the configur9,tion
2
[N N2],
is
1
strong.
Word 1eve1: Starting at the beginning of the word, construct
a left branching structure whose tenninal nodes
are the foot level trees and any stray initial
N1
syllable. In the configuration [N 1 N2].
is
strong.
The structure assigned to words with an odd number of syllables is
illustrated belo~.
(80}

I~

s ws
tci~iyal

Notice that the structure in (80) predicts that the main stress
falls on the initial syllable rather than the final syllable. This may
not actually be a problem. In Voegelin's description he says that the
final vowel is not acoustically more prominent than the other stressed
vowels, but merely serves as a convenient starting point for describing
the alternating stress pattern (Voegelin 1935:75}. It is impossible
to te11 from Voegeli n's grammar whether the stressed syl1ab1es in a
word are all equally strong or whether one of the stresses is more prominen
than the others. The metrical theory of stress predicts that there
should be a different in the prominence of the stressed syllables. Since
Voegelin explicitly says that the final syllable is not more prominent,
it is at least possible that the first stressed vowel in a word is the
most prominent. Alternatively, depth of embedding may not play a role
in detennining relative prominence at all. Perhaps all vowels dominated
bys are equally strong. In either case the structure in (80) wi l l
account for the fact that the initial syllable bears some degree of
stress.
Thus, by assuming that the word level metrical structure is left
branching it is possible to analyze the alternating stress pattern in
Tubatulabal without having to posit an ad hoc readjustment rule like
the one in (63). The proposed analysis is consistent with the constraint
on the labelling of ·metrical structures which I argued ·for at the beginning
of the paper. The structures within each level are unifonnly branching
and labelled in accord with the constraint. By specifying that long
vowels should be assigned the structure s"w by the metrical structure
rule {79). it is possible to eliminate the need for a rule shifting
stress from the second mora onto the first mora of a long vowel. While
the metrical structure rule in (79} is slightly more complicated than
the one in the previous analysis, the overall analysis is simpler and
less abstract.
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In :;t his paper I have considered a number of different phonological
problems An Southern Paiute and Tnbatulab~l. I have argued.that within
the metrtcal theory of stress, it is possible to provide an explanation
for why t,he alternating stress pattern in TUbatul aba 1 is reckoned from
the end of the word, while stress in Proto-Ute-Aztecan was apparently
reckoned ,from the beginning of the word. · Based on this analysis of the
historical development of final stress in TObatulabal, it isipossible
to exp·lain why gemination is conditioned by the length of the preceding
vowel in Jubatulabal, but by stress in Southern Paiute • . Many of the
proposals! regarding histori~al changes in TDbatulabal are ob~iously
speculatiNe, and further research on othef related languages is required
to provide external evidence·tin support of these proposals. In the final
section oJ the paper I discussed several alternative synchronic analyses
of the stress pattern in Tubatulabal. The metrical theory of stress
clearly needs to be constrained in order to limit the number of possible
analyses :and. thus increase the predictive power of tile theory. The
constraint on the labelling a~signed to metrical structures which was
argued for in the beginning of the paper is one step in this direction.
Some sor~ of constraint on possible readjustment rules needs to be
fonnulat~d as well. Detailed analyses of the stress patterns of a
variety of languages are needed in order to detennine what sorts of
readjustment rules should be allowed by the theory.

*This research was supported by National Science Foundation grant
#BNS 77~05682. I would like to thank Alan Prince, Lori Taft, and an
anonymous reader for their corrments on an earlier draft of this paper.
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